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1.

Introduction

As the need for real time high-bandwidth and on-demand applications continues to grow at immense rates, next
generation core optical networks are driven to deliver scalable commensurate capacities [1]. Many applications
already require terabytes of data exchange bandwidths including video on-demand, gaming, e-science via grid
computing and 100G Ethernet deployments [2]. Optical packet switched (OPS) networks offer a potential
high-capacity platform as an integrated part of the backbone network for interconnection of high-performance
computing nodes within the distributed network. Some of the key features of OPS networks, namely switching
granularity, low latency and scalable bandwidth, are incongruent to the emerging paradigm of ubiquitous computing
communications networks and the merging of the data and transport layers. In successfully inserting OPS networks
within the optical core backbone, a critical challenge is the design of an efficient and transparent interface between
the electronic and the optical data structures. In recent years, the advancement of various standard protocols, such as
PCI Express, HyperTransport and RapidIO has enabled interconnectivity among diverse communicating modules.
PCI Express (PCIe), now in its third-generation, has emerged as the I/O interconnect for high-speed serial buses
supporting chip-to-chip, board-to-board, graphics, and other applications in advance switching [3]. It is therefore
likely that PCIe will form the dominant interface protocol for computing nodes at the network edge. The main
challenge in I/O interconnection is the latency at the edge nodes associated with traffic grooming, which can create
bottlenecks in distributed networks.
In this paper, we present a novel all-optical PCIe edge node interface to OPS distributed networks (Fig. 1a). An
all-optical interface at the edge of the OPS network can deliver highly scalable aggregated bandwidth using WDM
technology with improved latency and power efficiency over conventional electronic solutions. Packet grooming at
the network interface consists of mapping the serial PCIe packet onto parallel WDM channels within the packet slot
time structure (Fig. 1b). At the egress node, the PCIe packet is optically reconstructed using passive optical
components. The effect of chromatic dispersion on the reconstructed PCIe packet is investigated and network
scalability is derived from the PCIe jitter budget specification for the media.

Fig. 1: (a) Distributed network of computer nodes or clusters with PCIe network interface at the edge nodes to other computer nodes,
networks and shared memory and processors. (b) Illustration of a PCIe packet to a WDM packet structure mapping.
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2.

PCI-Express Network Interface

The implemented network interface maps PCIe packets for the Data Vortex, a time-slotted self-routing OPS network
architecture. A 12 µ 12 I/O port prototype was recently implemented demonstrating the ability of routing
high-bandwidth multiple-wavelengths packets [4]. The packet structure is composed of multi-wavelength payload
channels with lower bit-rate wavelength-striped header and frame signals for proper routing (Fig. 1b). At the ingress
network interface node, the PCIe packet is first stripped and encoded onto multiple WDM channels. Longer PCIe
packets can be mapped on demand using more WDM channels. In this work, the PCIe packet is a 320-bit long
sequence mapped onto eight WDM channels. To minimize the effect of chromatic dispersion, the channels are
closely spaced by 0.8 nm from 1543.72 nm to 1549.33 nm. The PCIe packet bit sequence used is a training sequence
with bytes BC, F7, F7, 14, 02, 00 followed by ten bytes of 4A. This represents 160 bits with 8b/10b encoding. The
packet is then repeated twice for a 320-bit long sequence. This particular training sequence is therefore DC balanced
and provides sufficient transitions for clock recovery. The eight payload channels contain 40 bits each (16 ns-long
packet). The beginning of the PCIe packet is encoded on the shortest wavelength (PCIe[0], 1543.72 nm), the
following 40 bits are encoded on the next wavelength (PCIe[1], 1544.48 nm) and so on until the last 40 bits of the
320-bit long PCIe packet are encoded on the longest wavelength (PCIe[7], 1549.33 nm). The patterns are
programmed onto an Agilent ParBert E81250, which externally modulates each of the eight cooled DFB lasers
individually at 2.5 Gb/s. The modulated wavelengths are then coupled onto one fiber to create an optical packet
containing eight payload channels of 40 bits (PCIe[0..7]) with frame and header signals for proper routing. The
packet is then launched into the Data Vortex network.
At the egress network interface node, the main challenges are to correctly sample very short packets (tens of ns)
and maintain synchronization within the distributed network. One approach consists of using a source-synchronous
clock reference encoded on a separate channel that samples every payload channels individually [5]. A novel, more
power-efficient approach is employed here where a low-latency all-optical interface containing passive components
reconstructs the 8b/10b encoded packet such that conventional clock recovery can be used. The all-optical network
interface is presented in Fig. 2. The multi-wavelength packet emerging from the Data Vortex network is first
amplified by an EDFA, and then split and filtered into eight optical channels using DWDM bandpass filters. Each
channel is then delayed by 16 ns with respect to the shorter adjacent channel using optical fiber delay lines. The
filtered wavelengths are multiplexed onto one fiber (Fig. 2 top-right) to a 10.7-Gb/s DC-coupled optical receiver
module with an integrated limiting amplifier. The optical power difference between channels is apparent (Fig. 2
bottom-right), but the limiting amplifier alleviates the optical power difference by quantifying the optical signal to a
450 mVp-p signal. The broadband signal of eight optical channels PCIe[0..7] optically delayed with respect to each
other represents the reconstruction of the 320-bit long PCIe packet initially launched into the Data Vortex network,
which can then be used by the standard PCIe interface for proper clock and data recovery.

Fig. 2: Schematic of the all-optical PCIe network interface with packet reconstruction using bandpass filters (BPF) and optical fiber
delay lines (OFDL). Top-right inset shows the optical spectrum at the output of the multiplexer with all eight payload channels after
propagating through 3 nodes of the 12 ¥ 12 I/O Data Vortex. The bottom-right inset shows the corresponding broadband optical packet
before the optical receiver module (PD/TIA/LA), and the groomed and reconstructed 320-bit long PCIe packet.
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3.

Timing Alignment

The all-optical PCIe packet reconstruction approach relies heavily on timing alignment. Timing misalignment will
occur due in part to path variations, unequally cut fiber lengths, and most importantly chromatic dispersion.
To investigate the tolerance of the all-optical network interface to timing misalignment, the electrically reconstructed
PCIe packet is sampled using a 2.7-Gbit/s analyzer (Agilent E4861A). The threshold voltage is set to the common
mode voltage of the optical receiver module. In Fig. 3a, the three possible cases are investigated by changing the
timing delay of channel PCIe[3] with respect to its adjacent channel at a shorter wavelength (PCIe[2]). The three
possible cases examined are (1) large timing skew in PCI[2] data, (2) no significant skew, and (3) large timing skew
in PCIe[3] data with respect to PCI[2]. The analyzer output data of the PCIe packet is shown for all three cases. As
reported in Fig. 3b, sampling errors occur for cases (1) and (3) where the timing skew is purposely set to be
exceedingly large. The measured timing skew tolerance for case (2) is ± 155 ps.

Fig. 3: (a) Receiver output signal showing the timing alignment between PCIe[2] and PCIe[3] data for the three possible cases.
(b) Corresponding digitized output signal of the analyzer for all three cases, exhibiting an error in the case of excessive timing skew.

In a practical implementation, the major contributor to timing skew creating the misalignment between the data
at different wavelengths is chromatic dispersion within the optical fiber. Hence, timing skew between each PCIe data
translates into an overall phase jitter in the converted electrical signal representing the entire PCIe packet. PCIe
standard specification has a jitter budget that allocates 90 ps of total jitter for the media [6]. To estimate the design
limitations imposed by the all-optical interface we consider a 10k µ 10k I/O port Data Vortex which would
incorporate approximately 200 m of interconnected single-mode fiber. For this large-scale network, eight channels
distributed across 5.6 nm will experience a total of approximately 20 ps of timing skew difference between the
shortest and longest channels. Hence, up to 31 wavelengths spaced by 0.8 nm could be used in this design such that
the total timing jitter is maintained within the PCIe standard specification.
4.

Conclusions

We have shown an innovative approach to alleviating the bottleneck of edge grooming in the backbone of a
distributed high-bandwidth network by proposing an all-optical network interface to the PCI-Express standard. PCIe
packets are mapped onto the WDM packet structure of an OPS network and optically reconstructed for a low-power
and low-latency network interface. The effect of chromatic dispersion on the overall phase jitter of the reconstructed
PCIe packet is found to not be a limitation on the network scalability.
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